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Music II Lesson Plan: Music & Text 
 

Students Will 

• Listen to the aria “Una voce poco fa”, while following along in the score 

• Complete the “Una voce poco fa” Activity Worksheet 

 

Copies for Student 

•  “Una voce poco fa” Score 

• Activity Worksheet: “Una voce poco fa” 

• Musical Terms Glossary 

 

Copy for Teacher 

•  “Una voce poco fa” Score 

• Activity Worksheet: “Una voce poco fa” Answer Key 

 

Getting Ready 

 Prepare online listening example: “Una voce poco fa” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmEFfeYRWeI 

 

Introduction 

Opera is beloved because it is a combination of all the arts, including music and text that can be pulled from 

many different types of literary resources. In this lesson, we will examine how the music reflects the emotions 

of the characters depicted in the text. Have the students look over the “Una voce poco fa” score. Explain any 

musical terms or markings that they may have questions about including: instrument abbreviations, different 

clefs and keys, as well as any other musical terms that may be unfamiliar. Use the Musical Terms Glossary as a 

reference if needed. 

 

Focused Listening 

While following along in the score, listen as a class to “Una voce poco fa”. You may wish to project the score 

and point to measures to help the students follow along. They should listen to the music without watching the 

video, at least for the first time, so they fully engage with the score and audio. Have the students look through 

the Activity Worksheet before listening to the excerpt again. Then allow them to take notes, either on their 

worksheet or in the score itself, while listening a second time. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmEFfeYRWeI
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Guided/ Independent Practice 

Have the students fill out the Activity Worksheet individually or in small groups. Discuss their answers as a 

class. Acknowledge that many different answers can be valid and review the relative merits of important points 

they noticed in the written score, versus what they heard in the music.  

 

Additional Activity 

Using their answers to the Activity Worksheet, have the students write a short essay detailing the changes in 

the music and text, and how that relates to character’s emotions. They will need to concretely describe musical 

aspects in prose.  

 

 

TEKS: Music 

Middle School 1 

(1) (A) Experience and explore exemplary musical examples using technology and available live performances 

(1) (B) Describe tonal and rhythmic musical elements using standard terminology such as instrumentation, 

voicing, intervals, solfege, absolute note names, rhythmic values, and counting systems 

Middle School 2 

(1) (B) Demonstrate knowledge of tonal and rhythmic musical elements using standard terminology such as 

instrumentation, voicing, intervals, solfege, absolute note names, rhythmic values, and counting systems 

Middle School 3 

(1) (B) Demonstrate detailed knowledge of tonal and rhythmic musical elements using standard terminology 

such as instrumentation, voicing 

Music Level 1 

(1) (A) Experience and explore exemplary musical examples using technology and available live performances; 

(1) (B) Identify and describe melodic and harmonic parts when listening to and performing music using a 

melodic reading system such as solfège, numbers, letter names, note names, or scale degrees; 

(1) (C) Define concepts of music notation, intervals, and chord structure using appropriate terminology; 

Music Level 2 

(1)  (B) Compare and contrast melodic and harmonic parts using a melodic reading system such as solfège 

numbers, letter names, note names, or scale degrees; 
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 (1) (C) Compare and contrast concepts of music notation, intervals, and chord structure using appropriate 

terminology 

Music Level 3 

(1) (A) Evaluate exemplary musical examples using technology and available live performances 

(1) (C) Compare and contrast concepts of music notation, intervals, and chord structure using appropriate 

terminology 

Music Level 4 

(1) (A) Evaluate exemplary musical examples using technology and available live performances 

(1) (B) Analyze advanced musical textures while using a melodic reading system 

(1) (C) Analyze concepts of music notation, intervals, and chord structure using appropriate terminology 

 

 

Correlates 

Language Arts, Drama 

 

Gardner’s Intelligences 

Musical, Linguistic 

 

Bloom’s Taxonomy 

Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis 

 

 

Bibliography 
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Name_____________________________________   Date_______________________ 

 

The Barber of Seville Activity Worksheet: “Una voce poco fa” 

Directions: Listen to the “Una voce poco fa” music example and follow along with the score excerpt. Then 

answer the questions below. 

1. What message does this aria convey? 

 

 

 

 

2. Choose three key moments in the aria, list them by page and staff, and describe what you believe Rosina’s 

state of mind is: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

 

3. In the key moments you have chosen, how does the music itself convey differences in the emotions 

expressed? (Hint: Think about tempo, dynamics, instruments and voices being used, rhythm, shape of melody, 

types of harmony, etc.) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

 

 4. Does the music and the emotion it conveys relate to the text at each of these points? If so, how? 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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ANSWER KEY  The Barber of Seville Activity Worksheet: “Una voce poco fa” 

 

1. What message does this aria convey? 

This aria conveys Rosina’s self-confidence as well as her desire to be with Lindoro. She describes how on 

the outside she can appear meek and gentle, while on the inside she schemes to get what she wants. 

 

2. Choose three key moments in the aria, list them by page and staff, and describe what you believe Rosina’s 

state of mind: 

Answers will vary. Some possibilities: 

Page 2, second staff (determined, confident, aggressive) 

Page 2, forth staff (playful, happy, excited) 

Page 4, first staff (anxious, eager, happy) 

Page 5, first staff (sly, subversive, winking) 

Page 7, second staff (finalized, powerful, unabashed) 

 

 

3. In the key moments you have chosen, how does the music itself convey differences in the emotions 

expressed? (Hint: Think about tempo, dynamics, instruments and voices being used, rhythm, shape of  

melody, types of harmony, etc.) 

Answers will vary. Some musical aspects to consider as possibilities: 

Page 2, second staff (big leap in melody, tutti in orchestra, forte dynamic) 

Page 2, forth staff (motion and short notes in strings and melody, repeated notes in melody) 

Page 4, first staff (moderato tempo, variation of rhythm, return to piano dynamic) 

Page 5, first staff (slowing down, chromatic notes in melody, change in rhythm of accompaniment) 

Page 7, second staff (combining all melodic ornaments, loudest and highest in melody of entire aria) 

 

 

5. Does the music and the emotion it conveys relate to the text at each of these points? If so, how? 

Answers will vary. Some ideas to consider as possibilities: 

Page 2, second staff (music matches text accurately “Lindero shall be mine. I have sworn it,”) 

Page 2, forth staff (text is slightly more excited here, but mostly a continuation of previous thoughts) 

Page 4, first staff (the message changes drastically here, and the music matches the positive words) 

Page 5, first staff (the music, particularly the chromaticism, matches very well to “tricks I’ll play”) 

Page 7, second staff (here the text continues the devious message, but the music moves to a climax,  

so the two do not match well) 
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Musical Terms Glossary 

 

Andante - at a walking pace 

Pizz. - short for pizzicato- plucked, instead of bowed, strings 

Tutti - everyone 

Moderato - at a moderate pace 

Col canto - “with the voice”- an instruction to follow the singer’s tempo 

A piacere - “at your pleasure”- an instruction that the singer may use rubato, or be flexible with the tempo and 

rhythm 

A tempo - back to tempo 

Piu allegro - a little faster 
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